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Twenty Steps Area Overview 

Twenty Steps is one of the larger areas 

of Cademan Woods with a wide spread 

of grades from f3 to f7c. High problems 

with questionable landings sit alongside 

a range of easy lowballs.  

 

Approach 

There is a small parking area on 

Turolough Road near the junction with 

Car Hill Road. If this is full there are 

various laybys on Turolough Road 

between the parking area and the 
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Cavalry Rock 
A shady boulder with some of the best problems in the woods; Crack of Wales 
and Little Llanberis are both area classics.  

Approach 

From the parking spot on Turolough Road, walk towards the Roadside Area and 
take the second path on the right. This runs alongside the road before turning 
into the woods. Continue into the woods taking the right hand path. Cavalry 
rock is a short way ahead on your right.   

1 Crack of Wales  f7a  

Sit beneath the crack by wedging yourself between the boulders. Climb 
directly using only the holds formed by the crack for your hands. 

2 The Welshy  f7b+  

Sit start right of the crack, eliminating both the crack and the good jug out 
right. 

3 Top Traverse  f5+ 

Traverse the top of the boulder. 

4 Little Llanberis  f6b+ 

From a sit start, traverse up and left avoiding the top of the boulder. 

5 Whale Fin   f5 

Climb the large flake from a sit start. 

6 Whale City   f6b 

Sit start from the rail and climb up directly avoiding the large flake on the left 
and the right arête.  

7 Whale Arête  f5 

 Sit start the right arête. 
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Hidden Wall 
A fairly extensive area with a large number of warm-ups and low to 
mid 6s.  

Approach 

From Cavalry Rock, continue into the woods taking the left track where 
it forks. A short way on there is a large holly bush on the left. Walking 
under the fallen tree and into the holly bush takes you to Hidden Wall. 
Alternatively, a little further on is a vague path on the left which takes 
you to the top of Hidden Wall. 

Map of the Hidden Wall Area 

1 Orinoco   f3+ 

A little pillar sat above Hidden Wall. Climb the left arête from sitting.  

2 Bulgaria’s Girdle  f4  

 Sit-start from a small edge and traverse right, heading around the arête 
and continuing all the way to a large edge right of Bungo and level with 
the little tree. Finish directly from here.  

3 Short Wall   f4+ 

Start with a hand on each of the low edges (either side of the topo line) 
and climb directly past the thin flake and a pointy jug.  

4 Short Ledge  f4 

 Start sitting with a hand on a large sidepull. Climb to the pointy jug on the 
last problem and finish directly from here.  
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Evelyn Dearlove on Big Flake 

 
See the previous page for the start of the traverse line 

1 Bulgarete  f5+ 

Sit with a blocky pinch for the right hand and 
a low jug on the left. Finish easily up the 
arête 

2 Uncle Bulgaria f4 

The central line of the big slab. Sit start off 
flakes  

 

3 Bulgaright  f4 

From standing, climb the right side of the 
slab. A sit start from the obvious triangular 
sidepull is the same grade 

4 Bungo’s Arête f5+ 

Sit start from the jutting arête and a blocky 
pinch. Another hard start into easier ground 

 

5 Bungo   f6a+ 

Sit start using the blocky pinch for your left 
hand and a low triangular edge for your 
right. Make a long move up to a slopey edge 
then move left to gain, and finish up, the 
rising flake line. 

Hidden Wall 
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Hidden Wall  
1 Hidden Arête f4+ 

Climb up and left, past a small spike, towards 
the tree. High and sketchy 

2 High Ledge  f4 

Start as per the last problem but climb 
directly up past the large slopey ledge. 

3 Covert Crack f6b+ 

Start as per Private Pinch then head left to 
gain the crack. From the top of the crack, bail 
off to the right or take the High Ledge finish. 
No foot ledges. 

4 Private Pinch f6b+ 

Sit start right of the ledge using the break 
and the short right arête. Climb direct past 
the pinch. No foot ledges 

5 Hidden Wall f6a+ 

Sit start from a slopey pinch and climb direct 
to the top. No foot ledges 

6 Secret Womble f6a+ 

Start as per Hidden Wall and head right to a 
jug on the arête. Finish up this. No foot 
ledges  

Brap Ya Mum 
Approach as per Hidden Wall, but continue a little further along the main 

path from Cavalry Rock. Brap your Mum sits immediately left of the path.  

7 Brap Ya Mum f5+ 

Climb the short left arête from sitting 

8 Slap Ya Mum f6a+ 

A good eliminate. Sit start using the lowest holds of Brap Your Mum 

(outlined in the above image) and dyno direct to the top 
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Pirate Block 
A great little boulder with excellent problems from f3 to f7a. A knee pad 

is useful for the two harder problems.  

Approach  

From Brap Ya Mum, continue along the main path. A short distance along, take the light 

grassy path on your right. Follow this round and you will see Pirate Block on your left.  

1 Easy Cracks f3 

Sit start the cracks, keeping on the right hand side. Head 
for the rounded jug above 

2 Pirate Slap   f5 

Sit start from a high sidepull and a good undercut. Slap 
right for the top of the bulge and mantle to the top. The 
foot ramp is in at this grade 

3 Greenbeard  f7a  

The direct line up the bulge. Sit start with your left hand 
on an undercut and your right hand on the undercut lip. 
Make a hard pull of the ground to the slopey right arete 
and finish as per the last problem. Easier for the short  

4 The Ramp   f4+ 

Sit start with both hands matched on the ramp. Climb 
up and left into the finish of the previous two problems. 
Avoid all holds right of the ramp feature.  

5 The Ramp Direct  f3+ 

Sit start the ramp and climb to the top of the boulder 

avoiding the right arete.  

6 Pirate Fever  f7a 

 A little contrived but very good. Start as per The Ramp 

and climb left across the bulge to finish up Easy Cracks. 

Avoid holds along the top of the bulge (marked off in red 

on the image), the foot ramp below Pirate Slap is in at 

this grade. Easier for the tall  
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1 The Ripper    f6c 

Sit-start the left arête using a good edge round the arête and a poor sidepull on the 
face.  

2 Big Flake    f6b+ 

Sit-start the flake feature  and climb direct.  Avoid both arêtes. 

3 Right Arete    f4 

The right arête from a sit-start.  

4 Detached Block Left  f7a+ 

Sit-start from the large slopey ramo and climb up and left. 

5 Detached Block Right  f6b 

Sit-start with your left hand on the large slopey ramp and climb the wall avoiding 
the arête. 

6 Detached Block Arete  f4+ 

Sit-start the right arête. 

 

    

 

 

 

Twenty Steps 
Approach 

Take the vague path past Pirate Block towards the large outcrop. 

Evelyn Dearlove climbing Big Flake 
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Twenty Steps 
The opposite side of the detached block has a range of easy but high problems. 

Some of these are old trad routes that are now normally bouldered; take care.  

1 Detached Wall Left  f3 

Stand start the slabby left arete. 

2 Detached Block Wall  f4 (S) 

Sit-start the centre of the slab 
avoiding both arêtes. The stand start 
is given severe in the old guide. 

3 Detached Wall Right  f4+ 

An awkward sit-start to the right 
arête.  

4 Twentysteps Chimney  f3 (Diff) 

 Climb the chimney to a high top out. 

5 Twentysteps Arete  f3 (Diff) 

Climb the high arêtes. Be careful on 
the jugs higher up, the rock does not 
feel entirely solid. Alternatively, 
traverse off from the good ledge 
above the triangular step for a 
pleasant f3. 

Suicide Prow 
Approach 

Continue along the path around the crag. Suicide 
Prow is just round the corner 

6 Suicide Prow  f7c 

Clamp your way up the prow avoiding the 
detached boulders clustered around it. Start 
with your hands just above the overlap. Tiny 
humans may need to stack pads to reach the 
start.   
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Suicide Prow 
Approach 

Around the left arête of suicide prow is a wall featuring three desperately 
crimpy problems.  

1 Stretch Left  6a+ 

Start sat in the pit, choose between a range of poor crimps, and make an 
improbable stretch to the large flake. Surprisingly good . 

2 Green Goddess  6c+ 

Get back into the pit, choose your crimps and climb the wall direct past a 
poor sidepull. Sit-down start.  

3 On The Edge  7a+ 

Sit-start, to the right of Green Goddess, with a leg dangling over the edge. 
Use poor crimps and a good flake to gain the top. A good problem for those 
who hate their legs and wish them harm.   

Turry Tor 
Approach 

Follow the vague path between Suicide Prow and Twenty Steps until it 
re-joins the main path. Turry Tor is on your right. If approaching directly, 
continue on the main path past Brap Ya Mum, you can’t miss it.  

1 Mike’s Dyno  f7a 

Use good side-pulls on the left of the arete to dyno straight to 
the top. 

2 Turry Tor Arête  f6c 

Climb the steep arête, climbing up and right to the top. 
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The Warthog 
Approach 

Take the main track past Turry Tor until you reach the end of the outcrop 
to which it belongs. At this point, a small path shoots left into the trees. 
Follow this, bearing right where it forks and turns to run parallel with the 
main track. The Warthog, and a vague path to the blocks, will be visible 
on your right a short distance from this right hand turn.  

 

 

 

 

1 Little Slab    f3+ 

Climb the centre of the slab from a sit-start off the good edge on the 
right side of the face. 

2 Twin Track Groove  f4 

Sit-start the groove. There are many possible methods ranging from 
enjoyable to deeply upsetting. Sticking to either of the two cracks 
for your hands offers a grossly unpleasant jamming experience.  

3 Little Prow   f5 

Sit-start off the little block  using a good left sidepull and climb 
the prow direct. 

4 The Warthog  f6b+ 

Grit style compression up the steep face. Stand start with your 
left hand on the arête and right on the slopey rib. Fridge-hug 
your way to a good jug and top-out. Avoid the giant foot ledge.  

5 Backscratcher  f6c  

The steep face of the Warthog boulder without the left arête. 
Stand start with your right hand on the slopey rib and left on a 
good sidepull. Pop to the top of the rib and gain the good jug. 
Finish as per The Warthog. No foot ledge.  
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1 Gonzo’s Nose f6a+ 

Climb the hanging left arête, making use of the crack, from a sit-start 
beneath the arête.  

2 Crack Only  f5+ 

Sit-start beneath the crack. Climb direct using a good undercut on the 
right. Avoid the left arête and the jug out right. 

3 Gonzo’s Arête  f3 

Sit-start the right arête using anything in reach.  

4 Gonzo’s Back Arete f3 

 Sit-start the back right arête  from sat on the block. 

5 Gonzo   f5+ 

 An excellent problem. From a sit-start, climb the back of the 
hanging arête . 

5 Rizzo the Rat  f5 

Sit-start/hang the jug and reach the left arête. Finish by mantling 
the prow straight on.  

6 Swing the Rat  6b 

Extension to Rizzo the Rat. Start from the right arête keeping 
beneath the top until the left arête of the steep prow is reached. 

Gonzo Area 
Approach 

Follow the approach for The Warthog but continue past the light path 
leading right. Follow the small path as it steepens, shortly after it levels off 
Rizzo the Rat should be visible on your left  
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Reg’s Area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Reg Jr.  f3 

Sit-start the short arete on its left-hand side.  

2 Reg’s Arete f3 

Climb the arête from standing. Can be climbed on either side at the 

same grade. 

3 Reg’s Crack   f3+ 

The high crack from a stand-start 

4 Reg’s Groove  f3 

Stand start at the base of the groove and climb direct to the highest 

point of the boulder.  

 

 

A small area with some nice easy climbs. Reg’s Crack and Reg’s 
Arête are good but relatively high.  

Approach 

Take the main path past Turry Tor and keep right when the path 
splits. Reg’s Area will be visible on the left shortly after this split.  


